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The purpose of this paper is to give several different characterizations of those T,,-spaces E 
with the property that if F : X x E + Y is separately continuous, then it is jointly continuous. One 
such is that the lattice O(E) of open sets of E be a hypercontinuous lattice (i.e. the interval 
topology on O(E) is Hausdorff). If E is a sober space, then E must be a quasicontinuous poset 
endowed with the Scott topology. 
topology of pointwise convergence quasicontinuous poset 
separate and joint continuity 
The purpose of this note is to point out some connections between some earlier 
work of Isbell [7] and Banaschewski [1] on function spaces and some recent work 
of Gierz, Stralka, and myself on quasicontinuous pose& and hypercontinuous lattices 
([4] and [.5]). The results closely parallel certain results of Scott [9] and Isbell [6] 
concerning injective spaces. The guiding principle is that their results about the 
compact-open topology for spaces X with a continuous lattice of open sets have 
parallels for the topology of pointwise convergence if the open sets of X form a 
hypercontinuous lattice. 
Following Banaschewski, we let [X, Y] denote the space of all continuous func- 
tions equipped with the topology of pointwise convergence and X0 Y denote the 
set product X x Y equipped with the topology of separate continuity, i.e. the weak 
topology determined by all separately continuous functions from the product. This 
topology can alternately be defined by declaring a set open if and only if its 
intersection with each ‘slice’ is open; from this viewpoint it is sometimes referred 
to as the Archimedean topology. This topology had been earlier introduced in the 
work of R. Brown [2]. 
In the following we assume certain basic notations, definitions, results, and 
terminology from [3] concerning continuous lattices and injective spaces. Let X be 
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an up-complete poset (directed sets have sups). We write A < x if for any directed 
set 0, xc sup D implies d E t A for some d E D. We say the up-complete poset X 
is a quasicontinuous poser if (i) x%y implies there exists F finite such that F @x 
and y ,@ t F, and (ii) given F and G finite such that F< x and G Q x, there exists 
H finite with H s x and H G t F A ‘/’ G. 
Recall that for a poset P the Scott topology has closed sets consisting of all lower 
sets closed under taking directed sups, and the weak (or upper) topology has 
{ix: x E P} as a subbase for the closed sets. Let 2 denote the poset (0, I} equipped 
with the weak (equal the Scott) topology, otherwise well-known as the Sierpinski 
space. Then as posets we can identify [X, 21 with the lattice of open sets O(X) by 
identifying an open set with its characteristic function. If [X, 21 is ordered by fs g 
whenever f(x) s g(x) for all x, then this correspondence is an order isomorphism. 
Lemma 1. The topology of pointwise convergence on [X, 21 is the weak topology, which 
corresponds to the weak topology on O(X). This latter has as a basis 77 (x, ) n . . . n rl (x, ) 
where x,, . . .,x,EXand ~(x)={UEO(X):xE U}. 
Proof. Let fe [X, 21. Let A, = (0) if f(x) = 0 and A, = (0, l} if f(x) = 1. Then Jf= 
(rI rsX A,) n [X, 21 and hence is closed. Conversely let x E X, and define g E 2x by 
g(x) = 0, g(y) = 1 for y # x. Then J, g is,ubbasic closed set in 2x. ChoosefE [X, 2] 
to be the characteristic function of X\(x). Then 1 g n [X, 2]= Jf (where 1 g is taken 
in 2x and if in [X, 21). Thus the two topologies agree on [X, 21. Since [X7 21 is 
order isomorphic to O(X), these topologies correspond to the weak topology on O(X). 
ForthesecondpartnotethatUEn(x)iff.UP W,=X\{x}.Thusn(x)=O(X)\JW, 
is open in the weak topology. Conversely for Ue O(X), O(X)\4 U= 
{ V e O(X): V g U} = IJ{ 77 (y): y g U}, and the latter is open in the topology gener- 
ated by {n(x): x E X}. Thus the two topologies agree. q 
The sobrification of a space is discussed in [3, V.41. It is the largest of the To-spaces 
having a given lattice as the lattice of open sets (hence may be thought of as a 
‘canonical’ representative for this class). 
Finally recall that a hypercontinuous lattice is a continuous lattice in which the 
Scott topology and the weak topology agree. This is equivalent to the interval 
topology being Hausdorff. (For this and other equivalences see [3] and [4].) 
We now give an extension of Banaschewski’s result. (We include his original 
equivalences for the sake of completeness. See [l, Proposition 61.) Our principal 
additions are (3) and (11). Equivalence (12) is an alternate characterization due to 
Isbell [7]. 
Theorem 2. Let E be a To-space. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) [E, Y] is injective for all injective T,-spaces Y 
(2) [E, 21 is injective. 
(3) The lattice O(E) of open sets is a hypercontinuous lattice. 
(4) The set {(U, x); XE U} is open in (O(E), weak topology) x E. 
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(5) The evaluation map [E, 21 x E + 2 is continuous. 
(6) If x E WE O(E), then there exists V open containing x and x,, . . . , x, E W such 
thatx,,..., x,, E U open implies V c U. 
(7) For all T,-spaces X, X 0 E = X x E. 
(8) For all T,,-spaces X, if a map from X x E is separately continuous, then it is 
jointly continuous. 
(9) For any T,-space Y, the evaluation map [E, Y] x E + Y is continuous. 
(IO) The natural map [X x E, Y]-+ [X, [E, Y]] is onto (and a homeomorphism) for 
all T,,-spaces X and Y. 
( 11) The sobri$cation E ’ of E equipped with the order of specialization is a quasicon- 
tinuous poset and the topology of E’ is the Scott topology with respect to this 
order. In particular, if E is postulated to be sober, then (I)-( 10) are equivalent 
to E being a quasicontinuous poset endowed with the Scott topology. 
(12) E is locally finite-bottomed, i.e. each point of E has a basis of neighborhoods V 
containing$nite sets F such that no relatively open proper subset of Vcontains F. 
Proof. The equivalences of Banaschewski cannot be postulated wholesale since his 
Corollary 2 to Proposition 3, which is incorrect, gets invoked at one place. We 
include revised proofs for the appropriate parts. 
(1) + (2): Trivial. 
(2) + (3): Scott characterized injective T,,-spaces as continuous lattices endowed 
with the Scott topology [3, H-31. By Lemma 1 the topology of [E, 21 is the weak 
topology. Thus the Scott topology is the weak topology, and hence [E, 21 is hypercon- 
tinuous. Since (as in Lemma 1) [E, 21 is order-isomorphic to O(E), O(E) is hypercon- 
tinuous. 
(3) + (4): O(E) is hypercontinuous, a priori continuous. Thus by Theorem 11-4.10 
of [3], the set {( U, x): x E U} is open in (O(E), Scott topology) x E. Since the Scott 
and weak topologies agree, the result follows. 
(4) + (5): The only non-trivial open set in 2 is { 1). It’s inverse image corresponds 
to the set {(U, x): x E U} under the isomorphism between [E, 21 and O(E). Thus the 
equivalence follows from Lemma I. 
(5) + (6) + (7) + (9) + (10) + (1): The proofs of these implications are given in the 
proof of Proposition 6 of [l]. Only the onto version of (10) appears there, but a 
straightforward verification gives [X X Y, Z]+ [X, [Y, Z]] is a topological 
equivalence in the category of To-spaces. Hence the stronger version of (10) follows 
from (7). 
(7) ++ (8): Immedicate from the definition of X 0 E. 
(3) ++ (11): This is the principal result of [5]. 
(1)*(12): See [7,2.12]. q 
A few remarks concerning Theorem 2 appear in order. Note that condition (8) 
can be alternately interpreted as declaring that for any To-space X, the product 
topology and the Archimedean topology agree on X x E. 
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Property (6) is given in slightly varying language from the way it is found in [l]. 
It is a kind of topological version of the notion of a quasicontinuous poset. Indeed 
if E is a quasicontinuous poset with the Scott topology then the sets F = {x,, . . . , x,} 
in (6) and (12) are precisely those finite sets F<x (see [5]). 
It is rather surprising that the spaces of Theorem 2’have both topological and 
order-theoretic (property (11)) descriptions for the sober case. Any partially ordered 
set endowed with the A-discrete topology (open sets are upper sets) satisfies Theorem 
2, and the order of specification is the original order. Hence there is no possible 
order-theoretic description for the non-sober case. 
I am most indebted to R.E. Hoffmann for his original insight that there seemed 
to be some connection between quasicontinuous posets and the work of Banas- 
chewski. He is, in a sense, responsible for this paper. 
Finally after the preparation of this paper some recent work of Schwarz and Week 
[S] came to my attention. They also obtained the equivalence of (3) to the other 
equivalences given by Banaschewski and Isbell. 
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